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ABSTRACT

Corrosion has a significant impact on the fatigue of aging
aircraft. In service, an airframe will be exposed not only to a
spectrum of mechanical loading due to variations in flight profile
and mission types, but also to a spectrum of environmental
conditions.
Temperature,
humidity,
atmospheric
gas
composition, salt concentration, and UV light exposure all vary
as a complex function of geographical location, seasonal
weather patterns, diurnal cycle, and flight mission profiles. Since
systems to apply and control multiple environmental
parameters in conjunction with mechanical loading are not
readily available, such a system is being developed. This system
is being used to examine the effects of various environmental
parameters and their combinations on fatigue crack growth rate
in aerospace aluminum alloys. This research will provide
improved testing methodologies and insight into the primary
drivers of corrosion fatigue under realistic atmospheric
environments.
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100 mm wide M(T) specimens per ASTM E647
Aluminum 7075-T651 and 7085-T7451
Constant amplitude FCGR tests
Reversing polarity direct current potential drop (dcPD)
for crack growth measurement
Chloride deposited by evaporating salt solution on
specimen, then hydrated by controlling humidity
Left: SEM image of sodium
chloride
on
specimen
showing even dispersion of
particles using evaporation
deposition method.
Left Inset: SEM image at
high magnification showing
sodium chloride particle.

INTRODUCTION

•
•
•

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

METHODOLOGY

Current environmental exposure tests like ASTM
B117 and full-immersion correlate poorly with
atmospheric field exposure 1,2
Ozone, chloride, UV light, and RH control create
corrosion morphology similar to atmospheric field
exposures 1,3,4
Water vapor has a significant effect on FCGR as
demonstrated under vacuum, dry gas, and at low
temperatures 5,6,7

R = 0.65

Crack growth rate equal to or slower than
baseline at ΔK < 8.5 MPa√m, but double at
high ΔK
Relatively benign difference may owe to high
levels of ozone creating protective oxide layer

•
•

FUTURE WORK

Right:
Photograph
of
specimen crack tip during
test
shows
droplets
of
hydrated sodium chloride
solution as controlled by
relative humidity in the test
chamber
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•

What FCG measurement techniques will be most reliable
under the stress of environmental exposure?

Individual and combined parameter
effects
Large chamber under development
+ Temperature control
+ UV light
+ Improved ozone control
UV light

Humidity

(2% to 100%)

TEST CHAMBER

•
Crack growth rates at
various temperatures and
water vapor pressures6

•

Crack growth rates in 7075 alloys under
various gaseous environments5

New test protocols and capabilities are needed to
combine environmental and loading spectra

•

Chambers to control temperature, relative humidity,
ozone, and UV light in conjunction with mechanical
loading not commercially available
Test chamber development has presented numerous
challenges that are being addressed

Temperature
(-57°C to 121°C)

(30ppb to 50ppm)

Salt

(pre-deposited)

•

Combined environmental and load
spectrum
Aircraft representative structure

To what extent can more realistic
atmospheric FCGR data be applied to
predictive models to refine inspection
intervals?
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Ozone

•

What parameters have the greatest effect on FCGR?
Do combinations of parameters amplify or mitigate
those effects?

(UV-C for
acceleration)
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